
Mobility is no longer being deployed in pockets of the enterprise, nor as an experimental project to determine if mobile workers can be 
more productive.  As mobility has shifted into the mainstream for corporations large and small, the requirements have changed.  Point 
products that address a specific use case are no longer the desired approach.  Enterprises need unified solutions that enable greater 
productivity for mobile users across business functions.  IT departments increasingly search for solution vendors that can simplify their 
mobility needs—reducing deployment complexity and transitioning enterprise mobile deployments from a reactive “quick-fix” for a single 
task into a unified IT strategy.

The Mobile Enterprise Productivity Suite from Wavelink offers solutions that are designed to work together—and actually augment the 
capabilities of each other—ultimately maximizing the capabilities of enterprise mobile applications and the workers who rely on them.

Application Streaming
Wavelink application streaming solutions accelerate mobility deployments by eliminating the costs to develop mobile clients for host-
interface applications.  Compatible with and recommended by all leading Supply Chain Management (SCM) systems, Wavelink makes it 
easy to access and update information on these systems through Terminal Emulation and browser-based clients available for major mobile 
operating systems, including Android, iOS and Windows Mobile/CE.  Beyond mobile client readiness and host system compatibility, 
Wavelink application streaming solutions protect your corporate data by providing a window into host-based data, rather than storing 
that data on the mobile device.

Long the linchpin of mission-critical mobile applications, Wavelink Terminal 
Emulation provides a reliable, proven solution for host-interface mobility 
embraced by enterprises across the globe. Sixty-eight percent of rugged 

mobile computers in use worldwide run Wavelink Terminal Emulation, and with telnet clients for both Android and iOS, companies 
continue to enable more mobile users to access vital SCM information from this versatile mobile client.

As organizations refresh enterprise mobility hardware and assimilate BYOD into their corporate mobility 
strategy, browser-based solutions top their priority lists when the goal is enabling mobile users to access 
corporate SCM systems.  The Wavelink Velocity mobile experience outperforms traditional browsers. Faster 

screen rendering and integrated technology hooks make it easy to add advanced data capture capabilities like barcode scanning, helping 
mobile users work faster. 

Voice-Enablement
Wavelink Speakeasy is the fastest and most cost-effective way to voice-enable your mobile workers.  
It complements data collection via barcode scanning, RFID, and key-entry by enabling voice-based 
data entry (speech-to-text) as well as voice direction from an application (text-to-speech).  Designed 

in conjunction with Wavelink application streaming products, Speakeasy can be added easily to Wavelink Terminal Emulation and Velocity 
deployments, ensuring complete compatibility.  Speakeasy is redefining voice enablement by eliminating complexities such as voice 
middleware, dedicated voice servers, and proprietary voice hardware that legacy voice applications require.  Enterprises that choose 
Speakeasy gain the benefits of a full-featured voice-enablement solution without extended deployment projects.  Many Speakeasy 
deployments are completed in 30 days or less

Enterprise Mobility Management
When you consider all the aspects of an enterprise mobility deployment, choosing a solution 
to manage that deployment also encompasses selecting the enterprise mobility management 
utility that can manage not just the mobile device but all the aspects that maximize the 

productivity of the mobile worker—mobile applications, content access, wireless infrastructure, and printers. Comprehensive 
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enterprise mobility management through Avalanche ensures workers leverage the most from mobility, and also eases mobile 
deployment management for the administrator, delivering the most efficient means to update mobile applications on workers’ 
devices.

From Point Products to Mobility Strategy
Mobility solutions are becoming strategic for businesses.  Narrow-focused, opportunistic point products are no longer proving beneficial 
for long-term business performance, and along with their disconnected support, are being replaced by unified solutions that deliver 
comprehensive capabilities for mission-critical enterprise mobility.  The solutions in the Wavelink Mobile Enterprise Productivity Suite work 
together and augment the capabilities of each other—maximizing the capabilities of enterprise mobile applications and the workers who 
rely on them.

Explore how the Wavelink Mobile Enterprise Productivity Suite can improve productivity across your enterprise. Whether your objective is 
more accurate decision-making, improved customer service, greater operational efficiency, optimized data security, or that elusive boost 
in operating margin, let Wavelink help you shape a mobility strategy that meets your goals. 

The Industry Leader
Wavelink, a business unit of LANDESK Software, is the leading provider of multi-vendor mobile device management, wireless infrastructure 
management, terminal emulation, voice enabling and mobile application development solutions. Wavelink has more than 7.5 million 
active client licenses in use world-wide. Wavelink solutions solve the unique challenges found in deploying, managing and controlling 
today’s enterprise mobility systems. 

These solutions facilitate peak performance from frontline staff. Wavelink offers a platform to manage, provision, update, secure and 
troubleshoot ruggedized mobile computing platforms from a single, easy-to-use console. Wavelink products ease the growing chaos 
around mobility, heterogeneity, and the challenges around more demanding end-user computing environments. Inside the four walls, or 
in the field, Wavelink leads mobility.
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